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    26      Local flying restrictions (continued):

12. AIRCRAFT  PARKING  AND  INFORMATION  SYSTEM

APIS DISPLAY

- STANDS  A07,  A14,  A15,  A16,  A17,  A22, A23, A24, A25 and A26  PROVIDED WITH APIS
  (Aircraft Parking and Information System )

-  DESCRIPTION

A  - Display indicating: COMPANY, ‘’ETD’’, “UTC”,  AIRCRAFT TYPE, “SLOW”, “STOP”, “OK”, “CHCK”
and  “TOO/FAR” information.

B - Display indicating: FLIGHT NUMBER, TIME, “STOP”, “ON” (Chocks) and “DOWN” information.
C - Centreline beacon side-in guidance.
D - Closing-rate information. Full closing rate thermometer indicates at least 16 metres to stop

position.

- PILOT INSTRUCTIONS

1 - Follow taxi lead-in line and adjust according to the directions of the centreline beacon side-in
guidance.

2 - Check correct ACFT type is flashing and that centreline guidance and closing rate thermometer
is activated. The flight number may also be presented.

3 - Do not enter the stand if display presents STOP or wrong ACFT - type.

4 - Approx. 30M before STOP, flight number will disappear if this is presented.

5 - 21M before STOP,  ACFT type goes steady. If speed is too high ,SLOW DOWN can be shown.

6 - Full closing rate thermometer indicates at least 16M to STOP.  When ACFT has less than 16M to
STOP thermometer starts to move from botton to top.

7 - When stop position reached, display indicates STOP and if aircraft parks correctly, display
indicates also OK.

8 - If aircraft overshoots the limit for correct parking, display indicates TOO/FAR. Request for push
back might be necessary.

9 - Displays and indicators automatically shut down after some seconds. After ON BLOCK, display
can indicate UTC time and CHCK ON ( chocks on ).

10 - Before departure, flight number and ETD can be presented. The ETD time is based on UTC time.
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